Military Science (AROTC) - MILS

Courses

MILS 1010 INTRODUCTION TO ARMY ROTC I (1) LEC. 1. Coreq. MILS 1011. Introduction to the Reserve Officer Training Corps and the US Army.

MILS 1011 INTRODUCTION TO ARMY ROTC I LABORATORY (1) LAB. 3. Coreq. MILS 1010. Introduction to the Reserve Officer Training Corps and the US Army.

MILS 1020 INTRODUCTION TO ARMY ROTC II (1) LEC. 1. Coreq. MILS 1021. Introduction to the Reserve Officer Training Corps and the U.S. Army.

MILS 1021 INTRODUCTION TO ARMY ROTC II LABORATORY (1) LAB. 3. Coreq. MILS 1020. Introduction to the Reserve Officer Training Corps and the U.S. Army.

MILS 2010 SELF TEAM DEVELOPMENT (1) LEC. 1. Coreq. MILS 2011. Learn and apply ethics-based leadership skills that develop individual attributes and contribute to effective team building.

MILS 2011 SELF/TEAM DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY (1) LAB. 2. Coreq. MILS 2010. Learn and apply ethics-based leadership skills that develop individual attributes and contribute to effective team building.

MILS 2020 INDIVIDUAL/TEAM MILITARY TACTICS (1) LEC. 1. Coreq. MILS 2021. Introduction to individual and team aspects of military training in small unit operations.

MILS 2021 INDIVIDUAL/TEAM MILITARY TACTICS LABORATORY (1) LAB. 2. Coreq. MILS 2020. Introduction to individual and team aspects of military training in small unit operations.

MILS 3010 LEADING SMALL ORGANIZATIONS I (2) LEC. 2. Coreq. MILS 3011. Introduction to squad level planning and operations. Admittance into the Advanced Course of Army ROTC.

MILS 3011 LEADING SMALL ORGANIZATIONS I LABORATORY (1) LAB. 4. Coreq. MILS 3010. Practical application of the foundational skills of small unit leadership. Admittance into Advanced Course Army ROTC.

MILS 3020 LEADING SMALL ORGANIZATIONS II (2) LEC. 2. Pr. MILS 3010 and MILS 3011. Coreq. MILS 3021. Introduction to platoon-level planning and operations and the U.S. Army Training Management System.

MILS 3021 LEADING SMALL ORGANIZATIONS II LABORATORY (1) LAB. 4. Pr. MILS 3010 and MILS 3011. Coreq. MILS 3020. Series of practical opportunities to lead small groups, receive performance assessments and coaching, and lead again in situations of increasing complexity.

MILS 3030 HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES ARMY (3) LEC. 3. Survey of the history of the United States Army from the colonial era to present.

MILS 4010 LEADERSHIP CHALLENGES AND GOAL-SETTING (2) LEC. 2. Pr. MILS 3020 and MILS 3021. Coreq. MILS 4011. Plan, conduct and evaluate training and organizational cohesion.

MILS 4011 LEADERSHIP CHALLENGES AND GOAL-SETTING LABORATORY (1) LAB. 4. Pr. MILS 3020 and MILS 3021. Coreq. MILS 4010. Plan, conduct and evaluate training and activities of the ROTC cadet organization.

MILS 4020 TRANSITION TO LIEUTENANT I (2) LEC. 2. Pr. MILS 4010 and MILS 4011. Coreq. MILS 4021. Identify and resolve ethical dilemmas. Refine counseling and motivating techniques.

MILS 4021 TRANSITION TO LIEUTENANT I LABORATORY (1) LAB. 4. Pr. MILS 4010 and MILS 4011. Coreq. MILS 4020. Practical application of the principles taught in MILS 4020.

MILS 4040 THE ARMY PROFESSION (0) LEC. 1. SU. U.S. Army current trends and affairs. Army policies and programs. Completion of Army ROTC Advanced Course or Early Commissioning Program.